
STORAGE AND DISPOSAL Do not contaminate water, food or feed by storage or disposal.
Pesticide Storage: Store only in original container, in a dry place inaccessible to children and pets. Keep containers closed and away from other chemicals. Pesticide Disposal and Container Handling: Nonrefillable container. Do not reuse or 
refill this container except as described in the directions for use. If empty: Place in trash or offer for recycling if available. If partly filled: Call your local solid waste agency for disposal instructions. Never place unused product down any indoor 
or outdoor drain.

If swallowed:
If in eyes:
If on skin or 
clothing:
If inhaled:

Call a poison control center or doctor immediately for treatment advice. Have person sip a glass of water if able to swallow. Do not induce vomiting unless told to do so by the poison control center or doctor.
Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15-20 minutes. Remove contact lenses, if present, after the first 5 minutes, then continue rinsing eye. Call a poison control center or doctor immediately for treatment advice.
Take off contaminated clothing. Rinse skin immediately with plenty of water for 15-20 minutes. Call a poison control center or doctor immediately for treatment advice.

Move person to fresh air. If person is not breathing, call an ambulance, then give artificial respiration, preferably mouth-to-mouth, if possible. Call a poison control center or doctor immediately for treatment advice.
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6301 Sutliff Road
Oriskany, NY 13424
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All Rights Reserved
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FIRST AID
Have this label with you when obtaining treatment advice.

Treatment for Pet Poisoning: If animal eats bait, call veterinarian at once.
Note to Physician or Veterinarian: Contains the anticoagulant chlorophacinone. If swallowed, this material may reduce the clotting ability of blood and cause bleeding. For humans or dogs that have ingested this product, or have obvious poisoning 
symptoms (bleeding) or prolonged prothrombin times, give Vitamin K1 by intramuscular or oral administration. 

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS
HAZARDS TO HUMANS AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS

CAUTION: Harmful if swallowed, absorbed through the skin, or inhaled. Causes moderate eye irritation. 
Avoid contact with eyes, skin or clothing. Avoid breathing dust. Keep away from children, domestic 
animals and pets. Any person who reloads bait into the station, retrieves carcasses or unused 
bait following application of this product must wear water-proof gloves. Wash hands thoroughly 
immediately after such activities.

ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS
This product is extremely toxic to mammals and birds. Dogs, cats and other predatory and scavenging 
mammals and birds might be poisoned if they feed upon animals that have eaten the bait.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE
It is a violation of Federal law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling.
READ THIS LABEL and follow all use directions and use precautions. Use only for the sites, pests and application methods described on this label.
USE RESTRICTIONS: This bait station may be used in indoor areas accessible to children, consistent with all use restrictions and other requirements indicated on this label. DO NOT USE THIS PRODUCT OUTDOORS OR IN AREAS 
ACCESSIBLE TO PETS. This product may only be used to control house mice inside homes. For use in non-food/non-feed areas. Do not contaminate human or pet food preparation items or areas. Do not place near or inside ventilation 
duct openings.
Selection of Treatment Areas: 
mice or their signs have been seen. Remove as much alternative food as possible.
APPLICATION DIRECTIONS:
1. Clean Up: Eliminate possible rodent food sources. Store food in sealed containers and sweep up food spills.
2. Select Areas for Placement: 
3. Bait Station: Remove bait station from package and place station in horizontal or vertical position against wall with both entrances exposed. When using multiple bait stations, space them 8 to 12 feet apart.
4. Dispose:  
    visible dead animals and remaining bait.
5. Prevent: To prevent another infestation, limit sources of rodent food and water as much as possible.

WARRANTY: To the extent consistent with 
applicable law, seller makes no warranty, 
expressed or implied, concerning the use 
of this product other than indicated on the 
label. Buyer assumes all risk of use and/
or handling of this material when such 
use and/or handling is contrary to label 
instructions. 

1. Insert key in hole on top of the  
    bait station and turn the key 90°.

3. Place a fresh bait block onto each of the   
    two pegs in the square bait compartments.

4. Close the lid until it snaps, making  
     certain that station is locked.

2. Lift lid and remove the key.

®
GOT PESTS... get

THIS BAIT STATION IS RESISTANT 
TO TAMPERING BY CHILDREN.

USE INDOORS ONLY

Kills House Mice

Keep Out Of Reach Of Children
CAUTION

ACTIVE INGREDIENT:
  Chlorophacinone ................................. 0.005%
OTHER INGREDIENTS ...................... 99.995%
TOTAL ............................................... 100.000%
EPA Est. No. 4-NY-1   EPA Reg. No. 7173-303-4

 (See back panel for additional
  Precautionary Statements)
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